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The pretentious, well-bred facades of the Habsburg Empire belonged to history. White, smooth, geometrically simple forms were a protest 
and at the same time the new trademark of the young State [Czechoslovakia]. As opposed to places such as Germany and Austria, where 
the New Architecture movement was being carried by the Social Democrats, here in Bohemia and Moravia the bourgeoisie was the driving 
force. The left scorned the style as State functionalism, claiming that it was nothing but stylistic platitudes, like the flat roof and the strip 
window... and not an instrument for changing society.
—Stephan Tempi, The Werkbund Housing Estate Prague (Basel, Berlin, Boston: Birkhauser, 1999), 11
T
his quotation, taken from the introduction of a 
recent publication on the 1932 Baba housing 
estate outside of Prague, presents a compelling 
framework for any study of modem Czechoslovakian 
architecture between the world wars. After the creation 
of Czechoslovakia in 1918, out of lands that were 
formerly part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the new 
country was faced with the challenge of shaping for 
itself a distinct national identity. As the home of more 
than 60 percent of the factories and mines of the former 
Habsburg Empire,1 it was one of the most industrialized 
countries in post-World War I Europe. This strength 
became a rallying point for the country and a symbolic 
representation of the new nation, particularly in art and 
architecture where the machine aesthetic of the 
“International Style” was the preferred vocabulary of 
the generation.
Only since 1989 have the achievements of these 
innovative Czech and Slovak architects become widely 
known to an international audience. The prospect that 
this work represents a unique manifestation of the 
typical white architecture of the 1920s and 1930s 
challenges the underlying assumptions that 
architectural historians have consistently brought to 
discussions of this period. If there is truth to Tempi’s 
statement, how can we approach an analysis of this 
architecture, generally termed “Modem Architecture,” 
which in every other European context claimed to be a
movement bom out of the desire to affect social change 
through architecture, through art and through a 
complete re-evaluation of the traditional modes of daily 
life?
I will address this issue in the context of the 
architectural production of the Bat’a Shoe Company 
which was headquartered until 1938 in the Moravian 
town of Zlin. The majority of the town was built by the 
corporation during the 1920s and 1930s to house its 
manufacturing operations and its continually expanding 
workforce. The town has been the subject of 
architectural study since its earliest beginnings because 
of the innovative strategies in construction technology, 
the use of modem materials, and city planning. In 
contrast to the traditional view of Zlin as a modified 
attempt to emulate the initiatives of the Englishman 
Ebenezer Howard, who is credited with formulating the 
idea of the “garden city,” I want to propose that the 
more influential model, both architecturally and 
conceptually, was instead the American company 
town.
Although these towns were themselves loosely 
based on Howard’s model, the intentions of the 
industrialists who built them were strikingly different 
from the motivations of contemporary European avant- 
garde artists and architects. For these businessmen, the
1 Derek Sayer, The Coasts of Bohemia (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1998), 163.
2 This paper will look specifically at the American models. There is 
still research to be conducted on the relationship to other company 
towns, including those in Russia and Germany.
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Workers' housing built by the Bat’a Corporation during the 1920s and 1930s in Zlin, Czechoslovakia.
primary reason for their architectural production was to 
increase productivity in the workplace by providing a 
comfortable living environment for their workers and 
their families. The discussion will focus on three 
themes, the history of the factory at Zlin and its founder 
Tomas Bat’a, the general principles of Ebenezer 
Howard’s “garden city,” and two American models of 
company towns.
Tomas Bat’a, the driving force behind 
Czechoslovakia’s famed Bat’a Shoe Company, was a 
highly successful, self-made man who had already built 
one of the world’s most successful shoe manufacturing 
operations at the time of his tragic death in an airplane 
crash in 1932 at age 56. Because of his exuberant 
personality and unusual prowess for business, the story 
of Zlin is as much the re-telling of Bat’a’s life, as it is 
the chronicle of the formation of a city. In addition to 
utilizing novel approaches to scientific management 
and corporate organization, Bat’a left a legacy of 
innovative town planning and progressive social 
initiatives aimed at improving the lives of his 
workforce. He considered himself a father figure to his 
many thousands of employees and provided them with 
both economic and spiritual resources, including job 
security, local entertainment and shopping outlets, as 
well as affordable housing and a good public 
education. After Tomas’ death, his half-brother Jan 
Bat’a faithfully represented his brother’s legacy by
continuing to construct workers’ housing and civic 
buildings in Zlin, including the famous office building 
with the glass elevator that served as Jan’s mobile 
workspace.
Initially, this investigation has been founded upon 
the assumption that the ideals of the garden city, as set 
forth by Ebenezer Howard in his 1898 text, Tomorrow: 
A Peaceful Path to Real Reform? provided the 
necessary foundation for a comprehensive discussion 
of Tomas Bat’a and his town planning initiatives. This 
viewpoint has been generally accepted in the small 
body of literature about Zlin* 4, in which authors tend to
Ebenezer Howard, Tomorrow: a Peaceful Path to Real Reform, 
1898. Ebenezer Howard, Garden Cities of To-morrow, reprint of 
1898 edition with some minor changes, 1902. For the purposes of 
this paper, a later reprint of the book was used: Ebenezer Howard, 
Garden Cities of To-morrow (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 
1960). A Czech translation was published in 1924.
4
Some examples: Erik L. Jenkins, “Utopia, Inc.,” Thresholds, 
vol. 18 (1999):60-66. In this article, Jenkins makes a rather 
unconvincing argument that the strong work ethic and community 
oriented lifestyle of the inhabitants of Zlin can be best understood 
in the context of Czech cultural history.
Jane Pavitt, “The Bata project: a social and industrial experiment,” 
Twentieth Century Architecture (Summer 1994):[31 ]-44. She 
presents an impressive article on the Bat’a Company and the 
architecture, but she downplays the role of America and more 
generic ‘industrial’ housing examples in favor of the Howard
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treat the town as a stylistically updated version of a 
typical arts and crafts style garden city. Although to 
some extent this remains the case, a more subtle 
reading of Bat’a’s intentions and the achievements of 
Zlin suggests that rather than relying heavily on the 
model provided by Howard, there are a number of 
sources from which Bat’a drew his inspiration.
His only surviving statements are a series of 
political speeches, public addresses, and a short 
memoir, which were collected and published as 
Thoughts and Speeches (Uvahy a Projevy) in 1932. 
The book, however, does not directly posit a coherent 
thesis on the building of Bat’a’s cities, although there 
are short passages in two of his speeches, from 1927 
and 1931 respectively, in which he offers some 
indication of how he envisions his architectural 
projects,
The true freedom of a family depends on a home shielded 
from neighbors and located in green space, air and 
sunshine—exactly the way we are planning and building 
the residential sections of our enterprise. 5
Our goal however is a garden city, full of sun, water, 
refreshing greenery and cleanliness, and a city with the 
highest wages, blossoming small businesses, stores, and 
craftsmen, a city with the best schools. Our ambition is to 
free many of our women from the last remnants of 
household drudgery and help them to build a home that 
would be their pride. 6
Here Bat’a’s phrase “garden city” is misleading, since 
by the 1920s the term had come into more general 
usage to describe a type of housing that aimed to bring 
a better quality of life to the inhabitants.
A brief summary of Howard’s model will be 
instructive since it is rarely extracted directly from his
model for the architecture, although she is very articulate about the 
relationship of Americanism to the “Bat’a System.” Slapeta,
Musil, and Novak, “Czech Mate for Letchworth,” Town and 
Country Planning (November 1984):74-75. This short article 
attempts to align Czech examples directly with Howard’s 
Letchworth, although Zlin is called a “variant”. It must be noted 
that because this journal is a direct result of the association 
founded by Howard, the argument is slanted towards this position 
by its very appearance in this context.
Tomas Bat’a, Knowledge in Action:The Bat 'a System of 
Management, trans, by Otilia Kabesova (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 
1992), 140-41.
6 Bat’a, 143
Zlin's transformed city center with new movie theater, a large 
department store, and high-rise hotel, all built by the Bat’a 
Corporation in the 1930s.
original text. Many authors seem to rely on a mistaken 
yet widespread interpretation of the model as 
architectural or even aesthetic, when in fact it is an 
economic endeavor. Howard’s most famous work is the 
1898 book, Tomorrow: a Peaceful Path to Real 
Reform, republished in 1902 as Garden Cities of To-
morrow. The book was written following a series of 
bad crop years in Britain during the 1870s, when much 
of the rural population was forced into the already 
crowded cities in search of industrial work. Howard 
responded to this crisis with a plan to decentralize the 
population into a series of small cities connected by a 
localized transportation system. These clusters of cities 
would eventually replace the traditional urban centers.
The benefit to the population from this arrangement 
would be the achievement of a healthy rural lifestyle 
that retained some of the desirable qualities of the city,
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such as stable sources of employment, outlets for 
entertainment and a variety of services. The crux of the 
plan lay in the economic structure of these towns, 
which would have been financed solely by the rents, or 
what Howard termed “rate-rents,” paid by the 
inhabitants. All of the properties would initially be 
leased on a long-term basis to the inhabitants by an 
investment group.7 Most importantly, Howard was 
strongly against any centralization of power, either of 
a single corporation, a single governing body, or 
person. To combat this, one of his strategies was to 
hand control over to the inhabitants once the initial 
shareholders in the investment had been bought out 
with the money raised through the “rate-rents,” in order 
to remove any remnant of centralized power.
Physically the garden city was conceived as a series 
of concentric rings that even Howard admitted was 
only a schematic design which would then be adapted 
to a particular site. The city would be comprised of six 
wards, to be built one at a time around a neighborhood 
center. Along a central avenue in each ward would 
stand the school, the church, and the larger homes for 
the wealthier inhabitants. Citywide activities, 
particularly leisure activities, would be grouped in the 
center of the city around a large park, named “Central 
Park,” as well as a concert hall, theater, museum, 
library, hospital, and town hall. Surrounding the park 
was the “Crystal Palace,” a marketplace where 
competitive merchants could sell their goods, including 
fresh food from the agricultural settlements on the 
outskirts of the town. The industrial district would 
include factories, warehouses, and coal yards, all of 
which would be located beyond the residential rings, 
facing the circular railway line allowing for the most 
convenient transportation of goods. The actual design 
of the buildings in the town was of little consequence, 
but like many of his contemporaries, Howard’s 
inclination was towards the arts and crafts style 
reminiscent of the stereotypical English country village. 
When faced with the choice during the construction of 
Letchworth, Howard employed the British architects 
Barry Parker and Raymond Unwin to design the town 
in this popular style.
7
In a series of flawed mathematical calculations, Howard proved 
that the revenue generated by the ‘rate-rents’ would be sufficient 
to pay back the interest accrued on the initial investment, put some 
money aside to repay the principle over time, and continue to 
maintain all of the city works including roads and schools For his 
discussion of the ‘rate-rents’, see Howard (1960), 50-88
Although a “garden city” as truly envisioned by 
Howard has never been built,8 the concept that a 
planned city should include recreational and green 
spaces, as well as convenient services, quality schools 
and access to transportation, has become the standard 
for most suburban development. These are also the 
concepts that were embraced by Bat’a and his planning 
department in Zlin. It is important to note, however, 
that many other aspects of Bata’s company town are at 
complete odds with Howard’s intended project. 
Among the prescribed characteristics that were no 
longer of any interest to Bat’a were the inhabitants 
eventually owning their own property, the concept of 
rate-rents, or the organization of the city with the park 
in the center and the industry on the outskirts. It was 
also impossible for Bat’a to envision this new city 
without his complete ownership and control over all 
aspects of its development. His personal interest was so 
extreme that Bat’a himself paid for the area to be wired 
for electricity and telephone service, as well as for the 
paving of roads and building of localized transportation 
network.
This misappropriation of Howard’s model is a 
phenomenon that can be attributed to Bat’a’s 
association with American factory towns. In her study 
of the American company town, Building the 
Workingman's Paradise, Margaret Crawford, writes,
American garden city enthusiasts defined the garden city 
in a very general way, often ignoring the most radical 
aspects of Howard’s program, such as cooperative 
ownership, economic self-sufficiency, and innovative living 
arrangements. Used carelessly, the terms of garden city, 
model industrial village, and garden suburb became 
interchangeable.9
It was this “Americanized” version of the garden city 
that Bat’a adopted, not for its value as a social 
instrument, but simply as the model that would benefit 
him most through increased production in the factory.
Letchworth was a “garden city” built in the English countryside
starting in 1903. Howard served as the main force behind the 
project, however most of the economic initiatives that he had first 
proposed in his book were never fully carried through because of 
problems raising the initial capital necessary for construction and 
to subsequently generate the “rate-rents.”
9
Margaret Crawford, Building the Workingman's Paradise: The 
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Endicott-Johnson’s "Victory Factory, ’’ built in 1918 io honor the end of World War I. This building had only recently been completed when Tomas 
Bat 'a visited the factory complex with some of his employees in 1919-20.
This connection to the American company town is 
conspicuously absent in almost all accounts of Zlin’s 
history.
Bat’a fust came to the United States in 1904-5 with 
three of his young employees. By the time Tomas 
embarked for America he had already built a small, 
steam-powered factory. He left for America because, “I 
did not trust my knowledge, acquired through work and 
travels in Europe, to start so many new ventures with 
confidence.”10 Along with three colleagues, he worked 
in American factories and gathered information about 
all parts of the business. During their year-long visit, 
Tomas Bat’a investigated both new technologies and 
the far-reaching cultural implications of America for 
the Czech lands, then still a part of the Habsburg 
empire. He later acknowledged that this year working 
as a laborer in several Massachusetts shoe factories 
transformed his philosophy about industrial production. 
He gained technical skills and also learned how the 
factory functioned as a social mechanism that was 
dependent on meaningful human interaction at all 
levels within the company hierarchy.
His experiences in the American factories instilled 
what may be called an “American” work ethic in this
young Czech, who would subsequently build his 
empire on the principles of American scientific 
management. American factories were being 
revolutionized by new machine-driven production 
methods which changed the way that workers 
performed their tasks and included the introduction of 
the assembly line, eight-hour workdays and better 
safety and training procedures. Bat’a was most 
impressed with the higher level of integration between 
the workers and their managers in these factories, due 
in part to the cooperative nature of the task. He wrote,
I liked in America the better and more human relations 
between the worker and the entrepreneur. I am a master, 
you are masters; I am a businessman, you are a 
businessman. I want that such a system of life should be 
created between us at Zlin. I want that we should 
somehow be equal. 11
His now famous Bat’a system was the response to 
this time in America; it redefined for him what would 
constitute a good company, both in economic and 
sociological terms. It was not so much the importation 
of technology that was necessary, instead a new
Bat’a, 19. Pavitt, 35.10 11
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individualized corporate culture needed to be 
introduced to his employees. He was given an 
opportunity to greatly expand his workforce when the 
Austrian government signed a contract with him to 
make boots for their soldiers fighting the war.
In 1918, when Czechoslovakia gained its 
independence from the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 
much of the success of the new country depended on its 
ability to exploit the existing means of production in a 
post-imperial, post-war economy. It was within this 
environment that Bat’a returned with some of his 
employees to the United States in 1919-20 for a tour of 
industrial sites.12 They visited the Ford Factory outside 
of Detroit and the Endicott Johnson Shoe Company in 
upstate New York, as well as again spending time in 
the shoe-making district of eastern Massachusetts.13 
The trip was an opportunity for Bat’a to re-examine 
those aspects of the American system which had first 
interested him in 1905.
Wartime innovations had profoundly changed the 
post-1918 landscape of the American factory. The 
workforce had diversified to include many women, new 
machines were involved with the production of shoes, 
and reinforced steel construction was now the standard, 
since factories could be built more quickly and 
inexpensively. Bat’a anticipated being able to 
modernize his factories in accordance with the 
American model using his own profits from the war 
industry; however, the early postwar economic 
problems of the new country forced him to wait several 
years before beginning this process.
It was not until a period of workers’ strikes and 
general production problems in 1924 that Bat’a decided 
that in order to keep his business thriving, he needed to 
integrate the employees into the hierarchy of the 
factory. He believed, perhaps correctly, that the unrest 
was due to their disassociation from the decision-
making process within the corporation. It was at this 
point in his career where the legacy of his American 
experiences was most valuable. He firmly believed that 
happy employees would be more productive. Bat’a 
equated “happiness” with self-confidence, a strong 
family, and a sense of value to the community. To
12 Pavitt, 35.
13 Unfortunately there is no written statement by Bat’a about this
visit, it is only speculation as to how much the factory architecture
may have influenced him. Bat’a was certainly aware of Ford’s
management techniques by this late date.
achieve this, he gained personal control not only within 
the private sphere, but also at work, where in Bat’a’s 
case, his employees were compensated at a variable 
rate that depended on both the quality and quantity of 
their output.
He attributed this perception of worker satisfaction 
to his American counterparts. In a 1924 speech, he 
stated:
The Highly Developed American Industry has already 
solved this extremely difficult problem, leading the rest of 
the world toward the only right way. -Certain American 
industrialists dedicated their enterprises to public service. 
By giving top priority to the interests of their customers 
and workers, they won their hearts. As a consequence, 
workers and customers stay faithful and favor that 
enterprise which made it its goal to serve them... The 
workers are better paid, the customers get better 
merchandise for very low prices and the enterprises are 
expanding almost daily...It is mainly a moral issue, In 
their hearts, these industrialists have given up all the 
advantages of their privileged situation assuring them 
comfortable life and became the first workers of their 
enterprises. 14
A detailed analysis of the “Bat’a System,”15 *as 
exemplified by the Zlin complex, is outside the scope 
of this paper. It is important to note, though, that this 
“system” was not novel and that many of Bat’a’s 
innovations were taken directly from the American 
business model, as is evident from his outspoken 
admiration for American accomplishments. One 
element of his own invention was a system of 
workshop autonomy, whereby each department would 
function as an autonomous unit responsible for its 
collective work. Each of these units was responsible for 
a particular product or point in the production process. 
In 1930, there were 250 autonomous departments that 
interacted as if they were separate entities, issuing 
invoices for all transactions and buying and selling
Bat’a, 80.
15 For the most comprehensive discussion of this system, see Paul 
Devinat, “Working Conditions in a Rationlised Undertaking, Part I 
and II,” International Labour Review (Jan.-Feb. 1930): 45-69,
163- 186. The article, published in two parts over the course of 
two months, states in simple terms the main characteristics of the 
Bat’a system. The editor adds that the article is excerpted from a 
larger report that could not be published in the journal and to my 
knowledge has never been published in full.
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materials with each other at competitive prices.16 
Within the unit, each employee was compensated both 
for his/her own work and for the collective work, based 
on a payscale which was differentiated by age, sex, and 
experience.
This incentive-based organization succeeded in 
increasing production and worker satisfaction. Because 
of the region’s reliance on agriculture, recruiting was 
never a problem, especially in the winter when the 
fields were non-operational. Bat’a soon realized, 
however, that in order to employ such a sizable 
workforce, he needed to provide more housing and 
services within the community. It was at this point that 
the architecture of the town of Zlin began to develop 
beyond the initial settlement that supported the factory 
and the historic old town center. A master plan for the 
city had been in place before World War I and a small 
residential portion of the plan was built. The designer 
of the plan was the well-known Czech architect Jan 
Kotera, who also built an art nouveau style villa for the 
Bat’a family in 1911.
The war and the subsequent independence of 
Czechoslovakia from the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 
forced Bat’a to abandon this master plan. It appears 
that his 1919-20 visit to the United States was partly a 
fact-gathering mission for the anticipated construction 
of more factories and workers’ housing, intending to 
move away from the more romantic image that had 
been provided by Kotera. Although this is not 
expressed anywhere by Bat’a, the choice to visit the 
River Rouge Plant in Detroit and the Endicott Johnson 
Shoe Company in upstate New York, where another 
large shoe manufacturer had recently built a housing 
complex for its workers, suggests that he was already 
planning for his own city’s growth. 17 As with all other 
aspects of the Bat’a organization, by the 1920s 
architectural design services were provided by an in-
house staff of architects, who answered directly to 
Bat’a. Like the other 250 divisions within the company, 
the employees worked in a collective environment; 
although certain names were assigned to particular 
projects, the number of architects who were allowed to 
design individual projects seems rather extensive.18 *
The most important members of the architecture 
department were Frantisek Gahura and Vladimir 
Karfik. Gahura, who had been a pupil of Kotera, came 
to Zlin to become chief architect after his university 
thesis project for a town hall was built there in 1923. 
Vladimir Karfik was named chief architect after his 
return from the United States in 1930, where he had 
worked for Holabird and Root, a large Chicago office 
that was known for its skyscraper designs. Karfik had 
originally become well-known among Czech architects 
for briefly working with Le Corbusier on the Plan 
Voison in 1925. He was also a student of Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s at Taliesin East and West. Together these two 
men were responsible for the majority of the larger 
building projects between 1923 and 1948. They 
designed buildings for Zlin as well as many of the other 
Bat’a factories in locations around the world, including 
England, Switzerland, Poland, India, and other parts of 
Czechoslovakia.
Like the other parts of his enterprise, Bat’a 
streamlined the architectural production with a standard 
building module that was approximately 20 x 20 feet. 
Structurally, the buildings were either reinforced 
concrete or steel skeleton construction, with a variety 
of cladding materials. This module dictated the 
architecture of the factories down to the smallest 
cottages. The most unusual use of the system was the 
memorial built for Tomas Bat’a after his death, 
designed by Gahura. This structure was completely 
encased in a glass curtain wall; inside hung the airplane 
from his fatal crash, the silhouette of which could be 
seen through the glass. Gahura described the intentions 
behind the use of this particular measurement,
Ever since the beginning we have tried to build up the 
town in such a way as to grow organically out of the 
industrial architecture forms and with the new conception 
of life and work of an industrial city. The main influence 
on Zlin’s appearance has been the factory building itself. 
It is the “leitmotif” of Zh'n’s architecture. It is repeated in 
numerous variations in all structures, serving public 
purposes, schools, dormitories, community house, social 
welfare institute, etc. The architect’s invention had to
'6 Devinat, 60.
Pavitt, 35.
18 vVladimir Slapeta, Bala :architektura a urbanismus, 1910-1950 
(Zlin : Statni galerie ve Zline, 1991). See the section that details 
the variations of the houses, there are a number of architects who
were allowed to design variations suggesting a different approach 
than in offices where the chief designer’s name is attached to all 
projects in the office. This type of office would mirror what has 
already been written about the organization of the workshops.
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An example of one of the many factories built in Zlin (luring the 1920s and 30s on the prescribed 20' x 20' construction model.
develop all lay-outs starting from this structural, 
industrial standard. 19
Unlike the romantic garden cities of England in which 
a particular architectural style was not integral to the 
concept of the city, Bat’a conceived his entire complex 
as an extension of the factory, both functionally and 
stylistically.
Within this streamlined system, the scope of the 
work produced in the architectural design office is 
astounding. Beginning in 1925, the construction of a 
workers’ housing complex, which would eventually 
house almost 40,000 workers, began on a large scale. 
Although there was an existing historic town near the 
factory, it was apparent that it could no longer serve the 
exploding population that was soon to be employed at 
the factory. Modem Zlin was divided into three zones: 
residential, manufacturing and civic. Each family was 
given their own small home that they rented from the 
company for the token sum of one crown a month. 
Unmarried employees lived in communal apartment 
buildings. The community buildings were concentrated 
in the civic zone, which included a movie theater, a 
large department store, a modem high-rise hotel,
churches and new schools. All of the buildings were 
designed to be erected quickly and inexpensively with 
a minimal amount of wasted materials.
This concept of the city as a literal extension of the 
factory is not only a formal architectural condition, but 
it also propels the social concept behind this factory 
town. The 1930 International Labor Review report 
makes a bold statement about Bat’a’s supposed 
humanitarian efforts to improve the lives of his 
workers:
It thus seems that Bata in the course of his advance 
towards large scale industry has been sorry to see the 
qualities he had been able to appreciate in his father’s 
workshop dying out in his workers and has tried to restore 
to them, together with a sense of their responsibility, a 
little of that professional conscience and interest in their 
work that were the pride of the old-time handicraftsmen. 
There is nothing surprising in such a feeling, but it should 
not be misunderstood. For Bata, philanthropy is a word 
devoid of meaning. His driving force is solely the wish to 
increase profit.20 *
Karfik recalled the atmosphere that he encountered 
upon his arrival in Zlin,
19 Slapeta, 105. 20 Devinat, 59.
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Tom&S Bat’a had a motto: “Work as a collective, live as an 
individual.” Town architect F.L. Gahura told me with a 
smile, “that the chief believes the man who has a flat in a 
building with a garden is more stable, and instead of 
following politics would rather potter about in the garden 
or sit out on the lawn, so he doesn’t go to the pub or 
political meetings.” 21
This attitude resonates with the American approach to 
employee relations during the prosperous era of 
“welfare capitalism.” Two American examples that 
closely echo the project undertaken in Zlin are the 
towns built by the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Corporation 
and the cities built by a large manufacturer of pre-
fabricated industrial housing, the Aladdin Company.
As one of the stops on Bat’a’s second American 
visit, the Endicott-Johnson settlement, known as 
Endicott and Johnson City, New York, is an 
appropriate place to look for points of similarity with 
Zlin. This company was a large shoe manufacturer that 
was a friendly competitor of the Bat’a organization.22 
According to Gerald Zahavi’s history of the company, 
Endicott-Johnson’s greatest strength was the personal 
interaction between the management and the 
employees.23 Like the approach taken by Bat’a, this 
relationship involved a certain amount of public 
propaganda, along with some genuine interest in the 
welfare of the employees, but only to the extent that 
they were working more productively in the factory.
Loyalty was the backbone of the Endicott-Johnson 
organization. In order to sustain the enthusiasm for the 
company among the employees, social programs were 
instituted, such as profit-sharing, free health care, 
quality schools, and low-cost housing, which the 
company built and sold to its employees based on their 
performance in the factories. Many of the initiatives 
that were successful for Endicott-Johnson were adapted 
by Bat’a after unrest in his factories in 1924; 
subsequently a similar series of benefits were offered 
to the employees in Zlin and the other Bat’a sites.
Architecturally, the towns of Endicott and Johnson 
were built in a traditional style, with small two-story
Slapeta, 106.
22 Thomas J. Bata, Bata, Shoemaker to the World (Toronto: 
Stoddard Publishing Co., 1990), 25.
23 For more information on the Endicott-Johnson Corporation, see 
Gerald Zahavi, Workers, Managers, and Welfare Capitalism 
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988).
houses, low-rise commercial boulevards and 
recreational facilities. The large factory complex was in 
the center of the town and served as the focal point for 
the development. In 1918, the year before Bat’a’s visit, 
the company had built a new factory, which they named 
“The Victory Factory” (see illustration on page 29), in 
honor of the end of the war. This building appears to 
have been the model for Bat’a’s 20 x 20 module and all 
further architecture in Zlin.24 Endicott-Johnson, 
however, did not conceive of their construction project 
in the same integrated fashion as Bat’a, and the modem 
aesthetic in Zlin was absent from the more traditional 
Endicott-Johnson settlement.
The second potential source for the approach taken 
in Zlin and other Bat’a settlements is the Aladdin 
Company.25 This American business offered its 
customers entire industrial settlements that were pre-
fabricated, delivered, and assembled by the company 
on site. About their products they wrote,
The Aladdin Company was established fifteen years ago 
on the fundamental principle that the construction of 
dwelling houses was susceptible to the same standardized 
manufacturing methods as steel building fabrication, 
automobile production or any other modern industrial 
activity. 26
Their clients were American and European businesses 
that needed quick, inexpensive housing for their 
workers. By 1920, their cities included a variety of 
building types, such as houses, churches, community 
centers, and schools. Since many of these towns were 
located near factories and far from the traditional urban 
centers, Aladdin argued that the location prohibited the 
usual type of architectural development. The company 
would provide everything including their own building 
materials, construction workers, industrial housing 
“experts,” engineers and architects.
24 The extent to which this factory was simply an example of the 
normal industrial type needs further investigation. For my 
purposes here, it is not so important since there is a record of his 
visit to this specific factory.
25 There is no evidence that Bat’a visited or knew of the Aladdin 
Company, although the company was headquartered in Michigan, 
where Bat’a toured the Ford’s River Rouge plant during the trip. 
This example is used to suggest the larger idea of the American 
company town that was developing around this time.
26 The Aladdin Company, Aladdin Plan of Industrial Housing 
(Bay City, Michigan, 1920), 4.
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This illustration, taken from a 1920 Aladdin catalog, is one example of the prefabricated industrial cities that could be ordered and subsequently 
assembled on site by the Aladdin Company.
The client could choose from a number of site plans 
in a variety of patterns, many of which were illustrated 
in their catalogues and given names such as “Port 
Sunlight” and “Garden City.” The illustrations show 
the towns from an aerial perspective, floating in 
seemingly random patterns against the flat, completely 
white landscapes of Aladdin’s imaginary empty planet. 
Each city was organized in a unique rationalized 
pattern around and away from a center where the 
community buildings were located. Some of the 
patterns were geometric, others resembled organic 
shapes like flower petals, and many imitated the style 
of the English garden city. The homes were modest and
regularized with pitched roofs and front porches, there 
’llwere 60 one- and two-story variations. The 
company’s catalogue describes the purpose of the 
cities:
Aladdin Cities were planned, designed and prepared 
primarily for rapid completion, and yet built upon 
established principles of health and comfort in modern 
civic life. The usual preliminary delays incident to 
studying the situation are eliminated by Aladdin Service.
City building is a new art. Its relation to the profession of 
city planning is that the latter is merely a part of the work 
of the organization engaged in city building. The 
profession of city planning begins and ends on the drafting 
board. City building, on the contrary, is practical work of 
experienced engineers, contractors and builders.
The responsibility of city building, which embraces 
every branch of constructive and engineering science, is 
the task for the larger organization with wide experience 
and tested efficiency. Significant, therefore, that this new 
task be initiated and fostered by the Aladdin organization, 
the largest of its kind in the building and manufacturing 
industry.27 8
These Aladdin cities are the “American garden 
cities” to which Margaret Crawford refers. The 
company has appropriated the terminology and 
aesthetic of the Howard model without any real basis 
for this claim since like Bat’a, their philosophy does 
not follow any of the principles put forth in Howard’s 
text.
These plans can be compared to Bat’a town plans 
from the mid-1930s which exhibit a similar 
objectification and tabula rasa mentality. Bat’a’s 
architecture department was responsible for the design
27 The Aladdin Plan of Industrial Housing illustrates numerous 
examples.
28 Aladdin Plan of Industrial Housing, 10
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This model, for an unrealized Bat 'a company town from the 1930s, shares many characteristics with the similarly stylized Aladdin cities.
and construction of all of the company’s new industrial
settlements across the world. Like Aladdin, Bat’a
provided all of the services from within the company.
For each new site, Bat’a would send what Eric J.
Jenkins describes as a “colony package,” which
included “building and town plans, construction
supervisors, formwork and manufacturing machinery,
a cadre of instructors and their families, as well as the 
29Bat’a management and social programs officers.” 
This insured that the company could control the quality 
and cost of their factory towns in the same manner that 
they directed the production of their shoes.
In conclusion, I would like to refer back to my 
initial question about how to approach Modernism in 
Czechoslovakia. I would argue that what is at stake 
here are the boundaries between the “modem” and the 
“avant-garde,” since it should be apparent that although 
the building of Zlin certainly falls under the rubric of 
Modernism, we are not within the polemic of the avant- 
garde, nor was that ever the intention of this 
businessman. The Bat’a Shoe Company adopted an 
architectural style which promoted its place as an 
industrial leader in inter-war Czechoslovakia. This 
occurred without the same political or social agenda 
that the presence of this style suggested in other
circumstances. It is necessary to move the discussion 
beyond the traditional understanding of “Modem 
Architecture,” in order to see these multiple operations 
occurring under this larger heading.
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